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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 Background

Economic اdevelopment اis اan اabsolute اphase اthat اshould اbe اdone اby اevery اnation اto

improve اprosperity. اThe اimplementation اof اeconomic اdevelopment اis اnever اapart اfrom اthe



increase ا  in ا  income ا  or ا  we ا  called ا  economic ا  growth. ا  Economic ا  growth ا  and ا  economic

development ا areا  almost ا same اbut ا  they اare ا  fundamentally .differentا  Economicا  growthا  ا  is

increase اin اaverage اincome اof اan اeconomy, اwhile اeconomic اdevelopment اis اthe اincrease اin

welfare اof اpeople اof اthat اeconomy.

Economic اGrowth ا اis اan اincrease اin اa اcountry's اreal اlevel اof اnational اoutput اwhich اcan

be ا  caused ا  by ا  an ا  increase ا  in ا  the ا  quality andا  quantityا  ا  of ا  resources, ا anا  improvement inا 

technology ا or اin اanother اway اan اincrease اin اthe اvalue اof اgoods اand اservices اproduced اby

every اsector اof اthe اeconomy. ا

Economic اGrowth اcan اbe اmeasured اby اan اincrease اin اa اcountry's اGDP ا(gross اdomestic

product). ا“Economic اgrowth اis اa اprocess, اnot اan اeconomic اpicture اin اa اgiven اperiod, اthere اare

development اor اchanges اand اuse اof اtime” ا(Boediono, 1992ا).

Indonesia’s ا  economic ا  growth ا  has ا  been ا up ا  and ا  down ا  in ا  over ا  recent ا  decades, ا  in

accordance withا  ا  the conditionsا  ofا  ا  the worldا  .economyا  Nationalا  ا  income isا  aا  measureا  ofا 

economic ا  growth, whichا  ا  is ا showed ا byا  fluctuating ا  growth. Theا  ا  economic ا  condition ا  of

Indonesia ا  as ا  a ا  developing ا  country hasا  notا  ا  reached ا  steady ا  state ا  conditions ا  in whichا  ا  an

economy اis اalready اin اa اstable اand اless اsusceptible اto اshocks.
Indonesia’s اeconomic اgrowth اis اinfluenced اby اthe اvarious اshocks. اShocks اthat اmake

Indonesian’s اeconomy اis اdisrupted اeconomic اcrisis اof ا ,1998اnamely اinflation ا %ا 78اand اGDP

decreased اby اapproximately ا 11اpercent. ا  In ا 2008ا  the اworld اeconomy اwas ا in orا recessionا 

global اeconomic اrecession, اtriggered اby اfinancial اturmoil اin اthe اunited اstates. اThis اfinancial

crisis اhit اcountries اaround اthe اworld اincludes اIndonesia. اThe اimpact اof اthis اcrisis اin اIndonesia

was اmarked اby اthe اside اof اstate اpending, اstate اspending اon اstate اbudget اallocation اin 2009ا

was اestimated اto اincrease اby اRp ا 51,8اtrillion, اcompare اto اthe اrealization اof اthe اstate اbudget اof

anا byا drivenا ,(GDPا ofا percentا 19.5)ا trillionا 1,037.1ا Rpا atا setا expendituresا totalا withا 2008

increase ا  in ا  central ا  government ا  spending ا  for ا  Rp ا  23.74 ا  trillion ا  and ا  the ا  allocation ا  of

expenditure اto اthe اregion اof ا 28.06اtrillion اwhen اcompared اwith اthe اrealization اof اthe 2008ا
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budget اthe اgovernment اhas اbeen اable اto اanticipate اthe اsituation, اso اthat اeconomic اgrowth اin

Indonesia اis اrelatively اsafe, اaround ا %6,38ا(Data اBPS, 2008ا).
experienceا theا ofا becauseا crisisا ofا timeا thisا inا surviveا toا equippedا betterا isا Indonesiaا 

learned اfrom اprevious اcrisis. اA اcountry اmust اhas ا a اgovernment اthat اserves اas اa اeconomic

dampening ا  and ا  political ا  turmoil ا  both ا  from ا  domestic ا  and ا  abroad. Dampersا  ا  are ا  able ا  to

stabilize ا the اturmoil ا  in ا the اsense اof اa اmore اconducive اsituation اthrough اvarious اpolicies.

Government اis اa اvery اimportant اactor اin اthe اeconomy اof اa اcountry. اAn اeconomic اactivity اwill

be اoptimal اif اthere اis اa اgovernment اactivity اthere اin.
Economic اgrowth اin اIndonesia اis اstill اat اthe اdevelopment اstage. اGovernment اspending

on اGovernment اactivities اthat اinclude اspending اin اthe اpolitical اsphere اas اwell اas اin اthe اfield اof

economy اwhere اeverything اhas اplanned اin اthe اbudget اrevenue اand اexpenditure اof اthe اstate

budget. aا makeا canا governmentا ,spendingا governmentا andا revenueا ofا sourcesا Managingا 

policy اto اincrease اeconomic اgrowth اsuch اas اFiscal اPolicy.
Fiscal اPolicy اis اthe اgovernment اpolicy اwhich اincluded اgovernment اexpenditure اand

taxes اin اcollaboration اwith اthe اmonetary اpolicy اwhose اobjective اwas اto اaccelerate اeconomic

growth. ا  ا  Government ا  expenditure ا  consists ا  of ا  recurrent ا  expenditure ا  and ا  development

expenditure.
Recurrent اexpenditure اis اexpenditure اthat اused اfor اmaintenance اand اoperation اof اa

government ا  that ا  includes ا  spending onا  ,personnelا  ا  goods ا  expenditures, interestا  ا  payments,

subsidies اand اother اroutine اexpenses. اThrough اroutine carryا canا governmentا theا ,expensesا 

out ا  its missionا  ا  in orderا  ا  to maintainا  ا  the ا  smooth ا  implementation ofا  ا  the ,governmentا  ا  the

operations ا  and ا maintenanceا  of ا  state ا  assets, Government'sا  ا  responsibility ا  to thirdا  ,partiesا 

protection ا  of ا  the ا  poor ا  and ا  underprivileged ا  and ا  maintain ا  economic ا  stability

(Mangkoesoebroto, 1994ا).
Development ا  expenditure ا  is ا  expenditure ا  incurred ا  to ا  finance ا  development ا  in ا  the

economic, ا  social, ا  and ا  public ا  and ا  that ا  is ا  to ا  raise ا  capital ا  in ا  the ا  form ا  of ا  community

development اboth اphysical اand اnon-physical اinfrastructure اis اimplemented اin اa اgiven اperiod.

Budget اphysical اand اnon-physical اdevelopment اis اalways اadjusted اto اthe اfunds اmobilized.



The اfunds اare اallocated اto اthe اvarious اfields اin اaccordance اwith اthe اpriorities اthat اhave اbeen

planned. اThe اrole اof اthe اdevelopment اbudget اis اmore اemphasis اon اefforts اto اcreate اa اstable

and اconducive اconditions اfor اthe اcontinuity اof اthe اprocess اof اeconomic اrecovery اby اproviding

a اstimulus اto اthe اgrowth اof اthe اnational اeconomy. اIn اconnection اwith اthe اmanagement اof اthe

overall ا  state ا  budget ا  with ا  limited ا  financial ا  resources ا  available, ا  the ا  achievement ا  of

development اgoals اshould اbe اas اoptimal اas اpossible ا(Nota اKeuangan اdan اAPBN, 2004ا).
Taxes ا have ا a ا  very ا  important ا  role ا in ا  the ا life ا  of ا  the ا  state. ا  Particularly ا in ا  the

implementation ofا  developmentا  becauseا  ا  the ا  taxes ا  a ا  source ofا  ا  state ا revenue ا to ا  fund ا all

expenses اincluding اthe اexpenses اof اgovernment. اWhether اit's اfor اrecurrent اexpenditures اand

development اexpenditures.
According اto اWaluyo ا ,(2006)اhigh اeconomic اgrowth اwill اincrease اthe اrevenue اof اthe

government اof اtaxes ا(VAT اand اincome اtax) اas اwell اas اproviding اemployment اand اearnings اor

saving اforeign اexchange.
Since ا  the ا  purpose ا  of ا taxation ا and ا government ا  expenditure, ا both ا  recurrent ا  and

development اare اto اsupport اnational اeconomic اactivity اin اmaintaining اthe اmomentum اof اhigh

economic اgrowth, اand اimprove اthe اwelfare اof اthe اwhole اpeople اof اIndonesia. اThere اfore اthe

role ا of اgovernment ا in ا the اfield اoffiscal ا policy ا to ا accelerate ا economic ا growth, اthe اauthors

tried اto اexamine ا اhow اthe اeffect اof اfiscal اpolicy اon اeconomic اgrowth, اin اIndonesia.In اthis اcase

the اgovernment اfiscal اpolicy اare اgovernment اexpenditure اand اtaxes.
Based اon اthe اabove اassumptions, اFiscal اpolicy اis اa اgovernment اpolicy اcan اimpact اof

activities اagainst اthe اgovernment اin اrunning اin اthe اfield اof اthe اeconomy اin اindonesia. ا اto اthe

authors اare اinterested اin اdoing اresearch اto اtake اthe اtitle اof ا

“The Effect Of Fiscal Policy On Economic Growth : Case Study In Indonesia”.

1.2 Research Question

Based اon اthe اabove اexplanation, اthe اissues اto اbe اanalyzed اin اthis اstudy اare:



1. How ا  does ا  government recurrentا  ا  expenditure ا  influence ا  economic ا  growth ا  in

Indonesia?
2. How ا  does ا  government ا  development ا  expenditure ا  influence ا  economic ا  growth ا  in

Indonesia?
3. How اdoes اtaxes اinfluence اeconomic اgrowth اin اIndonesia?

1.3 Research objectives

In اaccordance اwith اthe اabove اproblems اthe اpurpose اof اthis اstudy اwere اto:

1. To اexamine اthe اeffect اof اgovernment inا growthا economicا onا expenditureا recurrentا 

Indonesia;
2. To اexamine اthe اeffect اof اgovernment اdevelopment اexpenditure اon اeconomic اgrowth

in اIndonesia;
3. To اexamine اthe اeffect اof اtaxes اon اeconomic اgrowth اin اIndonesia.

1.4 Research Advantage

The اadvantages of اthis اresearch اare:

1. For ا  I ا  and ,myselfا  ا  to ا  improve myا  ا  ability ا  in writingا  ا  report ا  and ا  doing ا  research,

especially اin اmonetary اeconomics, اparticularly اfiscal اpolicy.
2. For اgovernment اas اinput اfor اfiscal اpolicy.
3. As اa اreference اfor اother اresearcher اwho اare اinterested اto اstudy اin اthe اsame اfield اwith

the اapproach اad اscope اare اdifferent.


